
TIMOTHY Geithner says borrowing more from China to fi-
nance tax cuts for the most affluent Americans would be
irresponsible.

The Treasury secretary has it backward. The real ques-
tion is whether Beijing is willing to double down on a na-
tion whose balance sheet makes Italy look good. Holding
US$1.2 trillion of US debt is a fast-growing risk to China.

Traders have a theory about why the euro is reasonably
stable amid a broadening debt crisis: Asian central banks
are converting proceeds from recent intervention into oth-
er currencies. “Asian central banks” has become an euphe-
mism for China, whose reserves now exceed US$3 trillion.

China is making deals with nations such as Brazil to
conduct trade in yuan. It’s also making noises about the
Federal Reserve’s zero interest-rate policies and Congress
playing games with the debt limit. If you were managing
China’s reserves, how many more US dollars would you
really want in this environment? Heck, China is even load-
ing up on Spanish debt these days. “China’s open admis-
sion of continual purchases of European debt shows it
doesn’t consider the US any safer,” says Simon
Grose-Hodge, head of investment strategy for South Asia
at LGT Group in Singapore.

The risk that America’s sugar daddy is getting fed up
hasn’t escaped US officials. It’s probably no coincidence
that Fed officials are talking about dismantling their quan-
titative-easing programme, while Washington homes in
on the deficit. This enough-is-enough dynamic was on dis-
play last week as the leaders of Brazil, Russia, India, Chi-
na and South Africa met in the Chinese resort city of San-
ya. Chinese President Hu Jintao called for reform of our
international monetary and financial systems. A commen-
tary by Zheng Xinli offers a clearer view of what he meant.

Mr Zheng, an executive vice-president of the China Cen-
tre for International Economic Exchanges, wrote in China
Daily that the “root cause” of the financial crisis was US
“long-term abuse”
of sovereign credit.
He called for the
Group of 20 Nations
to devise a multicur-
rency system.

The US takes its
AAA credit for grant-
ed, knowing that
neither Moody’s In-
vestors Service nor
Standard & Poor’s
has the courage to downgrade it. Yet, we may now be ob-
serving the flipside of the 1971 musing by Nixon-era trea-
sury secretary John Connally that the dollar is our curren-
cy, but your problem. The dollar may soon be Washing-
ton’s problem.

The path was set by Mr Geithner’s predecessor, Henry
Paulson, who visited China last week. On Mr Paulson’s
watch, the US morphed into a huge debt-issuing machine.
It has remained in overdrive since, and Asia is getting ant-
sy. What if Moody’s or S&P grew a backbone and took
away America’s top rating? What if the US dollar
crashed? In recent years, the answer to both questions
was Asia. Asia’s reserve arms race since 1997 was about
keeping exchange rates competitive and avoiding the hu-
miliation of going to the International Monetary Fund for
handouts. Trouble is, it’s a Faustian bargain. In Johann
Wolfgang von Goethe’s novel Faust, an alchemist makes a
deal with the devil. He compromises principles for fleeting
gains. That, in a nutshell, is where Asia finds itself as the
US re-inflates its economy. Asia is trapped.

The trillions stuffed in US debt could fund infrastructure,
education and health care back home. Asia can’t easily
withdraw its savings. That would cause a run on US assets,
which might put the world’s biggest economy back in crisis.
Not knowing what else to do, Asia buys more and more dol-
lars. Ponzi scheme, anyone? Asia must now decide to con-
tinue gambling on US debt or cut its losses. The US$886 bil-
lion Japan parked in US debt would come in handy to re-
build its earthquake-devastated north-east. Any sign Japan
is drawing down its pot would send shockwaves. Ditto for
oil-exporting nations facing people-power revolts.

China, too, is worried about Middle East-style protests,
and heading off inflation is vital to taming the masses. Bil-
lionaire George Soros last week called Chinese inflation
“somewhat out of control”. In March, inflation accelerated
to the fastest pace since 2008. Accumulating dollars exac-
erbates the problem as it pumps up China’s money sup-
ply. Buying fewer would help boost the yuan and give poli-
cymakers more control over the economy.

It’s China’s call, though. It should worry Washington
that speculation on Friday about Chinese rate increases
had investors rushing into the safety not of US dollars, but
yen. For some, the risks of quake aftershocks and radia-
tion leaks in Japan seem more manageable than folks play-
ing politics with America’s debt-borrowing ceiling.

As Mr Geithner worries about paying for stimulus, he
should remember that it’s not really Washington’s call.
The decision will be made by America’s banker 7,000
miles away, and he may be having doubts.

The writer is a Bloomberg News columnist.
The opinions expressed are his own
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M
AINTAINING a prof-
itable growth is the
dream of any organ-
isation. But, sustain-
ing the growth mo-
mentum is a peren-
nial challenge,
more so in times of

uncertainty. We are in an era where corpo-
rate performance is measured on a quar-
ter-to-quarter basis. The traditional strate-
gy adopted by most companies is to keep
looking for opportunities to grow organical-
ly, inorganically and diversify the portfolio
to broad base the offerings.

The last two years have been a testing
period for most companies. Thanks to the
generous stimulus package by various gov-
ernments, what started to look like a great
depression has been tamed and most of
the emerging economies in the Asia Pacific
are back in high growth mode.

The growing asset bubble in the devel-
oping economies and deflation fears in the
developed world pose new challenges as
the stimulus effects fade away.

Learning from the recent experience, it
is quite clear that companies need to con-
stantly identify where the next growth
wave would come from and what are the
macro trends that will enable and drive
this growth. As of today, urbanisation, cli-
mate change and an ageing population are
going to be major changes sweeping
across the Asia-Pacific region. And these
changes certainly bring with them opportu-
nities for businesses to identify and peg
their growth.

Growth drivers in Asia-Pacific
Urbanisation: A few years ago, the world
crossed a threshold. For the first time

more than half of the human race are liv-
ing in cities. By 2050 the figure will rise to

70 per cent. We are adding the equivalent

of seven New Yorks to the planet every
year. Much of Asia’s growth over the next

five years and beyond will be in its cities.

China and India are in the vanguard of
a wave of urban expansion that is restor-

ing the global prominence that Asia en-

joyed before the European and North

American industrial revolution. According
to a recent report by the McKinsey Global

Institute (MGI), it is estimated that by

2025, nearly 2.5 billion Asians will live in
cities, accounting for almost 54 per cent of

the world’s urban population – driving key

infrastructure and energy systems to the
limits. Already many Asian cities classify

as mega cities with population of 10 mil-

lion or above. These include Tokyo, Mum-

bai, Delhi, Shanghai, Kolkata, Dhaka, Kara-
chi, Manila, Beijing and Osaka.

This fundamental demographic shift is

likely to have significant consequences for
the world economy and offer exciting new

opportunities for businesses. By 2025, the

number of urban households with true dis-
cretionary-spending power in India could

increase sevenfold, to 89 million house-

holds and quadruple to nearly 280 million

in China. For businesses, the significant in-
crease in per capita urban incomes and

middle income households offers the poten-

tial of vibrant new markets to serve.
Climate change: Global warming and sus-

tainability of current energy consumption

patterns have become one biggest chal-
lenge that the world is facing. The world is

still divided on the impact of greenhouse

gas emissions on climate change but low

carbon growth strategy is still increasingly
a key driver for growth primarily driven by

the quest for a sustainable development
model. India has already made public its in-
tentions of reducing emissions per unit of
output by 25 per cent from 2005 levels by
2020. It is also working on a low carbon
growth strategy to be part of the next five
year plan. Meanwhile, China has an-
nounced that it will reduce emissions per
unit of output by 40-45 per cent from 2005
levels by 2020.

Shift towards renewable energy sourc-
es represents only part of the opportunity.
More than half of the different measures to
cut carbon emission would have to come
from energy efficiency in residential as
well as industrial applications. Today
more than two-thirds of the industrial elec-
tricity is used in running motors and most
of the motors that are currently used in in-
dustrial application are not energy effi-
cient, an opportunity for innovation to
change the market towards energy effi-
cient systems.

Driving business advantage

So what markets are likely to benefit the
most from these trends? By 2025, the larg-
est markets in India and China will be
transportation and communications, food
and health care, followed by housing and
utilities, recreation, and education. Even
slower-growing spending categories in
Asia will represent significant opportuni-
ties for businesses.

In transportation, India will require
350 to 400 km of new subway lines annual-
ly (more than 20 times the subway capaci-
ty built over the last decade) and between
19,000 and 25,000 km of roads (nearly
equivalent to the amount India has built
over the last 10 years). Even Japan and Ko-
rea have plans to step up investments in
mass transportation systems. Japan an-

nounced in its 2010 budget allocation of
260 billion yen (S$3.9 billion) for new Shin-
kasen bullet train projects. The railway
boom is also aiding growth in advance-
ment of technology in the areas of simula-
tion (for training drivers), sway, tilt and vi-
bration control systems.

Another area that is witnessing invest-
ments in the area of transportation is elec-
tric vehicles (EVs). Japan and China are
making real progress with electric vehicles
while Australia and Korea are at early stag-
es but could catch up. In Japan, Subaru
and Mitsubishi launched EVs in 2009 and
Nissan will launch its Leaf in the next few
months. The Japan Post Service plans to
convert its entire fleet of 20,000 vehicles to
EVs by 2016. In China, most large auto
makers are developing EVs. BYD, in which
Berkshire Hathaway owns a 10 per cent
stake, is focusing exclusively on EVs.

The multiplier effect

The rapid growth from urbanisation driv-
en by China and India in Asia-Pacific is not
just going to push up infrastructure spend
and energy consumption, but it is going to
have a resultant demand for commodities,
increase in carbon emissions, spiral de-
mand for clean water and health care and
last but not the least the need for efficient
mass transportation systems.

These are interesting times for compa-
nies with business interests in the Asia-Pa-
cific region. As China and India push the
momentum in the region, other countries
like Indonesia and emerging markets of Vi-
etnam, Thailand and Philippines are likely
to help sustain the momentum for a few
decades to come.

The writer is regional director of
marketing, Asia Pacific at Moog Inc,

a designer, manufacturer, and integrator
of precision control components

and systems

EVEN before the details of the Budget deal that averted a
government shutdown were released in Washington,
lawmakers were preparing for the next legislative game
of chicken. Republican leaders are threatening that they
wouldn’t authorise an increase in the US$14.294 trillion
debt ceiling unless it includes commitment for mandato-
ry cuts in the spending by the federal government. So,
unless the White House and the Democrats agree to
slash spending, the Republicans would allow the US gov-
ernment to default.

And if the US – the world’s largest borrower – de-
faults, federal programmes paid for with bonds would
be brought to a halt, American and foreign financial insti-
tutions that hold Treasuries would restrict lending. At
the same time, the interest rates for US government bor-
rowing would rise to the stratosphere, killing what re-
mains of the fledging recovery. The American economy
would, in all likelihood, collapse and produce a devastat-
ing global financial tsunami that would make the last fi-
nancial crisis look like a minor tremor.

The good news is that the US Treasury Department
has several accounting tools at its disposal to ensure that
the government can continue to make payments even if
it cannot borrow more money. So investors can probably
assume that the worst-case scenario of a US government
default would not occur. The expectations for a protract-

ed Washington stand-off over the
debt ceiling and a political fight
that could go down to the wire are
bound to unnerve the financial mar-
kets. So it’s not surprising that Wall

Street investors with strong ties to the Republicans are
putting pressure on that party’s leaders to avoid engag-
ing in a long and costly exercise of brinkmanship over
the debt-limit issue. 

At the same time, congressional Republicans are also
coming under enormous pressure from members of the
Tea Party who will not be satisfied unless President
Barack Obama and his Democratic allies commit them-
selves to the kind of spending cuts that were proposed by

Republican Representative Paul Ryan. He wants to re-
duce the Budget deficit by US$6 trillion in the next 10
years through major cuts to the government-backed
healthcare programmes for the elderly and the poor.

President Obama responded to Mr Ryan’s idea during
a major economic speech on Wednesday, offering a plan
to trim US borrowing by US$4 trillion over the next 12
years by combining major cuts in domestic and military
spending with higher taxes on wealthy Americans.

The conventional wisdom in Washington is that the
Democrats and the Republicans will not succeed in over-
coming their differences on how to reduce the deficit be-
fore the 2012 presidential and congressional elections.
But the fact the two parties were able to reach a deal on
spending cuts in this fiscal year’s Budget suggests that,
notwithstanding the tough rhetoric emanating from the
White House and Capitol Hill, the chances may be im-
proving for the inclusion of some elements of short-term
spending cuts in a Bill that would raise the nation’s debt
ceiling.

Infrastructure spend will crank up, as will demand for commodities and clean systems
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The road to growth: In transportation, India will require 350 to 400 km of new subway lines annually (more than 20 times the subway capacity built over the last decade)
and between 19,000 and 25,000 km of roads (nearly equivalent to the amount India has built over the last 10 years), representing significant opportunities for businesses
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